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Freeway Expansion and Land Development: An Empirical
Analysis of Transportation Corridors

1. Introduction

Road transport infrastructure can, together with other factors, influence location choices and

decisions revolving residential, commercial, and industrial development The network of roads and

highways provides a means for access for workers and materials as well as a way for chstnbutJng

products and services Greater access lowers the costs of transportation and therefore increases the

supply of many resources, mcluchng land, labor, and materials An investment m highway

mfl astructure can have a variety of land use impacts, depenchng upon wbach of the above factors

haze been affected and how important they are The impact also depends on the nature of the

investment For example, the effect of bulldang a new freeway ~s hkely to chffer from that of

expanchng the capacity of an exlstmg one The impacts of enhancements to ra&al and

circumferential routes may also chffer

There is a sizable hterature concerning the ~mpact of road investments on land use, land

values, development activity, social and commumty variables, and local and reglonal economies

The studies have been camed out m a number of different communmes m the U S and have used a

variety of research methods, from case studies to large-scale regional models. There is, however, a

paucity of empmcal work that attempts to ~solate the impact of transportatmn investments m a

statistically rigorous way Much of the hterature uses a case study approach that ~s highly

descriptive and ymlds anecdotal reformation (1-5) Such studies are often inconclusive concerning

the existence of hnkages, and invariably so with regard to their magmtude. Other studies, while

more quantltaUve, rely on complex models that are virtually impossible to vahdate (6-8)

In this study we employ econometric techniques to study land use impacts of h~ghway

capacity expansion projects in several comdors, all located m California’s four largest urban areas

Our analys~s ~s intended to measure the effect of the expansmns upon land use m the areas served

by the expanded roadway, after controlhng for other factors Section 2 overvmws our research

approach, while section 3 describes our data set Sectaon 4 presents an exploratory analysis of

development impacts from road capacity expansmn, based on simple graphical techniques, and

argues that this md~cates the need for more ngorous statistical analys~s Section 5 documents the



procedure for tbds analysis, and Sectaon 6 dascusses its results A summary and concluslon are

offered in Section 7

2. Approach

Our objective is to statistically evaluate the land use impacts of highway capacity expansion

projects. To do so, we develop a data set based on a "panel" of comdors m which highway capacity

expansions have occurred The corridors m the panel are located m large urban regions an the state

of California The "panel" includes a number of comdors with a large number of years of

mformatmn for each Thas enables us to make stat~sUcally robust estimates of the land use changes

that result from expanding the capamty of nearby roads Furthermore, by having a number of

&fferent projects from across the state Included m the data, we can be fairly confident that our

results are broadly representative of condmons within Cahfomia’s large urban areas

Different types of land use changes, including residential, commercial, and lndusmal

development, are considered Much of the prevmus literature has focused upon one type of land use

when examining the outcome of a new highway facility or a capacity enhancement project We

want to ascertain whether one type of land use is affected more than, or m a chfferent way from,

another

In order to empirically investigate the land use consequences of a capacity enhancement

project, a broad set of data ~s needed F~rst, an accurate representatmn of the land development

actlvaty before and after the project is necessary Second, we require demographac, SOClO-economlc,

and fmanclal variables that can affect land use, so we can be confident that any measured ampact of

a capacity expansion ~s not m fact captunng the influence of other, excluded, vanables

Development actlvlty m an urban region as subject to both local and regional influences

For example, growth m single family homes m the Bay Area’s Contra Costa county may result from

housing demand associated wtth economic actlvaty in downtown San Francisco/rather than a

recently completed capacaty enhancement project m a comdor m Contra Costa Therefore, the

mformataon contmned m corridor data Is partly reflecting what as occurring at the broader regional

level and partly due to what ~s happening m the comdor It as thus important to &stmgmsh and

control for these broader regional influences by normahzmg the variables used m the empmcal

exan-nnatmn Th~s ~s explmned an greater detail below
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3. ]Data Description: Variables and Geographic Study Areas

Our analysis 1s based on a set of corridors located m the four largest urban areas m

Cahfornla There were many capacity enhancement projects m these regmns m the past two

decades. ProJects are selected from reference 9, an annual pubhcatlon from Califorma Department

of Transportation, which prowded the size, cost, and date of completion of highway construction

projects The single most important criterion m selecting a project for inclusion m the data set ~s

that it be a capacity enhancement of a controlled access ra&al freeway, completed between 1970

and 1988 These years are selected so that reformation covenng a sufficient period on either side of

the prolect completion date ~s avmlable. Once the projects are chosen, the communmes most

&rectly ~mpacted by them are ldent~fied Any community located m the affected comdor, and

whose route to the central city of the regmn would normally include the expanded road sectmn, is

chosen

All comdors are located in one four major metropohtan regions of Cahfornla the San

Francisco Bay Area (9 counties), Sacramento (6 countms); Los Angeles-Long Beach (3 countles);

and San D~ego (1 county) Over the past three decades all of these areas have experienced high rates

of ~owth, and had a significant amount of investment m highway infrastructure. Three of the

comdors are in the Bay Area, one m Sacramento, and two each m Los Angeles and San D~ego The

comdors are ~dentffmd and described m Table 1 Note that m four of the e~ght cases more than one

capacity expansion occurred over the study period This complicates the analysis, since for years

after the second expansion the impacts of both expansmns must be considered Our procedure for

doing this IS &scussed below

Four dependent variables are used as to explore the ~mpact of capacity enhancements on

land use All are based on building permit actiwty, data for which are avmlable at the city level

from the U S Census Resldentml permit activity is measured m terms of the number of housing

umts for which permits were granted Commercial and industrial perrmt actlwty is quantified based

on cost of pertained constructmn Note that these variables are all flow variables that measure the

rate of development For example, one dependent variable employed in the analysis is the growth in

single farmly homes as measured by the number of such umts for which bull&rig perrmts ~ssued in a

g~ven year Th~s variable measures the addmon to the existing stock of single farmly homes each



year rather than the total number of such homes To normalize for regaonal trends, permit activity in

the affected comdor is chvlded by regional permit acUvlty. For example, m the case of single farmly

homes, the dependent variable is the annual perrmts ~ssued for single fmmIy umts m the comdor

chvlded by the annual perrmts issued for single family umts in the region

The set of independent variables form several groups One group consists of socioeconomic

variables It includes population (obtained from the Cahforma Statlstacal Abstract), total personal

income (from the U.S. Census Current Population Reports), gasohne pnce index (from the

Cahforma Statastlcal Abstract), construction cost index (from the Enganeenng News Record), and

the "avmlable population capacity" as measured by the difference m the populaUon predicted by

planners (obtaxned from the various reglonal planning agencies) for the region for the year 2001 and

the population m the year of the obsea’vatmn Where appropriate the comdor variables are

normalazed by regmnal variables

A second group consists of transportataon variables. A transat expenditure variable, defined

as the sum of local transportation fund (TDA), federal, state, and local capital grants and

non-governmental donations, controls for the ampact of these expendatures on land use changes, but

as found to be stat~sUcally ms~gnlficant The other transportation variables - which are the focus of

our mvestlgaUon - are functmns of the time since completmn of a capacity expansaon project

These include dummy vanables used to ~dentffy when a project was completed that as, a variable is

set to 1 for the year after a project was completed and for each subsequent year, while for all other

years it has the value 0. We also include a time variable equal to 0 m the year the project was

complete (and all precechng years) and incremented by 1 m each subsequent year Thus, a project

completed in 1985 would have a value for thas variable of 0 m 1985 and before, 1 m 1986, 2 m

1987, and so on When warranted, the square of the tame variable as also included Together, the

expansmn completmn dummy and the time variable(s) define a first or second order polynormal 

tame since project completmn desagned to capture the dynamacs of the land development response

to a road capacity Increase.

The use of project completion date as the key milestone for the analysis may be questmned

A capacaty expansmn could influence land use declsmns well before at comes on-line, so long as

declsaon makers axe confident that at will occur It as difficult, however, to relate the knowledge and

behefs of decas~on makers to project rmlestones that can be objectavely ascertaxned The project



compleaon date is employed m this study because it is a well-defined time by which it can be safely

assumed that all key actors know about the expansion We leave the posslblhty of using other

project milestones as a topic for future research

Because of gaps m the data and changes m the composmon of some of the urban comdors

area over the period of analysis, various dummy variables are included m the model Two of these

variables mdacate cases m whach a new city was incorporated m a comdor sometime dunng the

analysis penod Corrections are necessary m these cases because perrmt data for unincorporated

areas are available only at the county level, so that permits m unincorporated areas affected by the

capacity expansion cannot be counted.

Two adchtlonal dummy variables are used only for the 1-580 comdor (Comdor 1 m Table

1) The Caty of Pleasanton placed a freeze on land development in 1972, because of inadequate

sewage treatment capacaty Thas event as reflected m the one dummy variable In 1976 Pleasanton

received federal financial assastance for new sewage treatment facllmes, and the c~ty terminated the

freeze but placed a 2 per cent hn~t on growth of resldentml projects that ~s still m effect The years

during which the hmlt was m effect are mdacated by a second dummy

4. (graphical Analysis of Capacity Expansion Land Use Impacts

Before undertaking any regressions, we explore the data graphically. Observing land use

variables over time and juxtaposing them to the year of completmn of a capacity enhancement

prolect prowdes a first pass at determining if there are any ~mpacts Results for two of the eight

corridors contained m the panel are presented below to illustrate the approach

Figures i and 2 present single family housing permit actlvaty for the two example comdors

and their associated urban regmns Figure 1 plots these data for 1-580 m eastern Alameda county

(pm~ of the San Francisco Bay Area) while F~gure 2 does so for I-5 m the San Daego area In the

case of 1-580, there is a dlscermble acceleration m single fm-rnly housing constmctmn after the

completmn of the capacaty enhancement project However, this acceleration also comrades roughly

with the hftmg of the development freeze m thas comdor m 1976 Thus the graph sheds httle hght

on the mdav~dual conmbutlons of these two events For I-5, the behawor m the comdor parallels

that of the regmn w~th no apparent ampact from completmn of the capacity enhancement project

Figures 3 and 4 show slmalar plots for multi-family housing As m the single farmly case,



there is a surge m comdor perrmt activity after completion of the 1-580 capacity expanmon, while

the Io5 data suggest, if anything, the opposite effect Figure 5 depicts a very sharp increase m

commercial permit activity (measured m dollar valuation rather than physical umts) after the 1-580

expansion, whlIe Figure 6 offers evidence of a short period of accelerated commercial development

a short time after I-5 was expanded. The contrast of Figures 5 and 6 illustrates how the dynarmcs of

the (apparent) response of development to a road improvement can vary--a point that is addressed

m the statlst~caI model presented below

Scanning Ftgures 1-6 it becomes ewdent that they do not support definitive conclusmns as

to whether a capacity enhancement project has an impact on land development The figures suggest

impacts m some instances but not m others Furthermore, even when a capacity expansion appears

to have an m~pact, the net contribution of this event relative to other factors cannot be readily

discerned For example, development consta’mnts resulting from lack of sewage capacity may have

influenced activity on the 1-580 comdor as much or more than the highway expansion did. It is,

therefore, necessary to utilize a more powerful statlstmal techmque that allows us to consider all the

Influences simultaneously and will yield test statistics that measure the slgmficance of the

influences

5. Statistical Analysis of Land Use Impacts: Procedure

Regressions are estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) for each of the dependent

variables described earlier A number of different models and functional relationships are

mveslagated and their statistical performance compared All models are estimated on the data

described above, which are orgamzed into a "panel" -- a combmataon of cross-sectmnal and tame

series data The panel is created by stackang the data by region so the variables vary across regmns

as well as over time Models could be estimated separately for each region, but our focus is on

relationships that hold across the full sample of expansion projects Therefore. the empmcat

mvestagatlon concentrates on the entire set of data, using dummy variables to control for persistent

differences between comdors

Several different functional forms, including hnear and log-hnear models, and combinations

of variables are mvestagated Statistical testing clearly shows that the log-hnear model ~s superior

for all dependent variables The preferred log-hnear model has the form
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in (L,k~) 
2 N

j l m=l n=O
(i)

where.

18 the normalized permit variable for land use 1 m comdor k in year t (1=1 for
single famaly housing, 1=2 for multi-family housing, 1=3 for commercial
development, and 1=4 for industrial development),
are continuous independent variables;
are dummy variables;
is the maximum of the number of years since completion of capacity
expansion m and O,
are parameters to be eslamated,
is an error term assumed to be normally, Identically, and independently
&stnbuted.

The coefficients of pnmary interest m the model are the y,r~. These coefflcmnts speofy a

pol’fnormal of degree N in At that characterizes the Impact of the mth (m=l or 2) capacity

expansion in a comdor on the lth type of land use (1=1,2,3, or 4) Consider, for example, the

coefficient yn0. This coefficient pertains to the impact of an initial capacity expansion (m-l) 

single farmly housing 0=1) Furthermore, since n-0, the coefficient measures a shift m permit

acnvity that occurs just after the expansion occurs and remans constant through tame Similarly, the

coefficient y2n pertains to the impact of an initial capacity expansion (m=l) on family housing

development 0=2). In this case, n=l, so the impact is one whose magnitude (whether posmve 

negatave) increases linearly wath time since completion of the expansmn project (At). In theory, 

polvnormal of sufficient order can closely approximate any "well-behaved" dynamic response of a

land use variable to a capacity expansion In practace, we found statastlcally s~gnificant coefficients

only for n=0,1, and On the case of commercial development only) 2 This does not mean that

responses are in fact characterized by first (or second) order polynomials, but rather that our data set

can support only a first (or second) order approximation of the "true" response

Our use of the m index reflects the expectatmn that capacity is added to a comdor more

than once, the effects of the latter expansions may differ from those of the lnmal one. The data

contmn only four comdors where two expansmns occurred, but m two cases the later expansion
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occurs near the end of the nine series (see Table 1). The results for the second capacity expansion

are thus based considerable fewer data, and should be considered more tentatave than those for the

anmal (re=l) expansion

A number of the Independent variables in our model are highly correlated Rather than run

many regressmns ruth different combmataons of variables and select the "best" one in some ad hoc

way, we use pnnclpal components analysas to select the subset of variables to be included m the

regressions Pnncapal components as a multivariate statlstacal technique that analyzes

antercorrelatlons among variables, how variables jointly "hang together" The goal of pnncapaI

components as to summarize a multavanate data set in a small number of components thereby

ehrmnating variables whose contnbutaon to the explanation of the vanatmn as neglagable Tlvs

proved to be a useful techmque for screening our unreal set of andependent vanables and choosing a

subset for the subsequent regressaons

6. Statistical Analysis of Land Use Impacts: Results

The results of four regressmns--one for each of the four land use types--are reported below

in Tables 2 through 5 Table 2 contains the results for stogie family housang perrmts 0=1). The

regression equataon fits wetl. in a statastlcal sense, explaining 81 per cent of the variation in the

dependent valuable based on the adjusted R2 statastac As an most of the models, the response as

approximated by a first order polynormal an At - hagher order terms are statastacally mslgnaficant.

For the single farmly housing model, three of the four capacaty enhancement variables are

statastlcally sagnlficant at the 5 per cent level, and the remmnmg one -- 5’I21 -- as slgmficant at the 10

per cent level The estamates for yla0 and y120 posmve and of the same magnitude The posmve

value indicates that capacaty enhancement leads to an mmal upward shaft an the comdor share of

stogie fairly home pernut approvals The estamates of ~’Ha and ya21 are also slgmficant but of

opposate s~gn, the former being negatave while the latter as posmve As explmned above, the former

estamate IS the more meaningful one since at pertains to the "first" capacaty expansmn m a comdor

Its negative sign amphes that after the matlal capacaty increase and consequent upward shift in the

corridor share of single fam_lly housing development, this share decreases with time However, ff

there ~s a subsequent capacaty expansmn, st causes not only an upward shaft in the comdor share of

single famdy housing development (since yI20 as posatlve) but also an upward trend in this share



(since ,/121 positive)

Table 3 contmns the estamates for multi-family housing (2=2) model The m~portant results

are, as before, the y estamates The constant response coefflc~ent for the first capacity enhancement,

y2IO, is posltave, slgmficant, and of sm-Jalar magmtude as that m the stogie family housing model

(y~ ~0) This implies that the first capacity enhancement on a corridor stamulates multi-family permit

acuvlty Unhke the single farmly case, however, the estimate for y::0 ~s not statistically significant,

implying that a second capacity expansion does not ~Inme&ately stimulate family housing

development The first order coefficients, y21J and 5’221, are again of opposite s~gn, with the more

meaningful y211 estimate implying that the mltml surge m multl-farmly housing development

attenuates over t~me ,pl~ ~s estimated to be about 60 per cent greater than ym, suggesting that the

pace of multi-family housing development dlmamshes more rapidly than that of single family home

construction

Our regression results for the corrador share of cormnerclal permit actlvlty are contained m

Table 4 They imply that an mmal capacity enhancement has a statistically significant, positive, and

~nunedIate, impact on the comdor share of new commerclaI constructmn (based on the estimate for

y3~0) Furthermore, the effect rises over time as the y3~ Is positive and significant, but it does so at 

decreasing rate, since y3~2 ~s negative If there is a second enhancement project on the same comdor,

its mmal Impact ~s negative, but stat~stlcally ms~gmflcant. The subsequent evolutmn is s~rmlar to

tha~. of the frst project: growing more posmve, but at a decreasing rate

Finally, the results for industrial permit actlvlty appear m Table 5 The completion of an

m~t~al capacity enhancement project has no immediate effect on the pace of land development for

industrial use, since the y4~o estimate is statistically ms~gmficant. The capacity increase does,

however, spur an upward trend In the comdor share of mdusmal development, since the ~,4~

estimate is posmve and s~gmficant The estimated impacts of a second expansmn, ff one occurs,

par,dlel those of the first, y4a0 is not slgmficant, implying that there is not an ~mmediate upward

sh~tt, but y42~ is (marginally) s~gmficant, suggesting that the comdor share of industrial peru,at

activity begins to trend upward after the expansmn is completed

7. Summary and Conclusions

Our research has investigated, using a panel of data, the ampact of highway capacity



expansion m a number of comdors located m major urban areas of Cahfomla. The data set

contained vanauon across comdors as well as Ume and represents as careful an attempt as possible

to test land use ~mpact hypotheses m a rigorous statistical way° Four dependent vanables are

considered, based on constructmn perrmts for single and multi-family housing umts, for

commercial constructaon, and for mdusmaI development A number of ad&tlonal variables are

introduced m an attempt to d~stmgulsh the ~mpact of a h~ghway capacity increase from land use

changes resulting from other factors

We have found that h~ghway capacity expansmn has a strong and statlstlcalIy slgmficant

effect on both resldenUal and non-res~dentlal land use We found that capacity enhancement has the

effect of increasing the number of stogie family housing permits m the affected comdor relative to

the level m the regmn If a second expansion occurs on the same comdor, its impact is slrmlar to

the first. In e~ther case, after an mmal upward "shift" m single fan~ly home permits m the comdor

relative to the regmn, the share gradually dechnes, Tt-ns suggests that development moves forward

m time but may not increase m the aggregate The results for mult~-fmn~lly housing penrnts are

s~mflar Agmn, there ~s a s~gnff~cant upward shaft m comdor penn~t shares that dissipates over time

In the case of multi-family housing, however, a second capamty expansmn on the same comdor

appears to y~eld a dafferent ~mpact

Non-residential land use changes are examined using esumated cost of perrmtted

commercml and mdusmal constructmn The results for these two types of development contrast

Capacity enhancement is found to have an ~mmedmte posmve ~mpact on commercial but not on

industrial land use For both forms of development, the mltml capacity increase is found to trigger

an upward trend m the corndor share of perrmt activity In the case of commercml development,

there ~s ewdence that ttus trend dmumshes over time

By necessity, our analys~s has depicted the land use ~mpacts of highway capacity expansmn

m considerable detmt We have differentiated among development types, between mmal and

subsequent capacity expansmns, and between impacts that take the form of abrupt shifts and those

that evolve over time. Our rcsults suggest that these d~stmctmns are ~mportant- h~ghway capacity

expm~slons have &fferent impacts on different types of development, impacts of mmal and

subsequent expansmns &ffer, and impacts may include both sudden shifts and more gradual trends

However, we also recogmze that the staustlcal analyses on which our findings are subject to

10



uncertmnty, and that some of our more detmled finchngs, particularly those pertmnlng to second

capacity expansions, rest on small numbers of observatlons While we acknowledge uncertmnty

ow~r these details, our results offer strong support for one ovemdang conclusion: highway capacity

expansion stimulates development activity, both residential and non-residential, in the comdors

served by the expanded facllmes The impacts will vary, and the results presented here cannot

supplant the detailed analysis reqmred to assess the consequences of individual projects. They do,

however, point to the need to consider land use impacts carefully and thoroughly whenever capacity

enhancement projects are being contemplated.
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Freeway Expansion and Land Development: An Empirical
Analysis of Transportation Corridors

ABSTRACT

We’ report on an economemc analysis of building activity In corridors located In California urban
areas where freeway capacity expansions have occurred over the last two decades Four different
permit types, single family housing, multi-family housing, commercial development, and industrial
development are considered We estimate models relating the comdor share of regional per’mat
actJvlty to several independent variables, including whether the expansion had occurred and, If so,
the time since the expansion The model was estimated on a panel consisting of eight comdors, so
tha: results effect the composite impacts over the set, rather than what occurred in any specific
corridor We find that single family residential development increases sharply immediately after
capacity expansions, but the impact attenuates with time The initial impact of multl-farmly activity
is siimlar, decays more rapidly Commercial development also accelerates after a capacity
expansion, continuing to do so for a period of several years, albeit at a dechnmg rate Industrial
de,~elopment is not immediately affected by an expansion, but does appear to trend upward in the
years following Overall, these results imply that expanding highway capacity results in increased
traffic-generating actIvmes along the adjacent corridor



Table 1.
Comdors and ProJects Included m Data Set

No Route Improved Stretch Region
Year

Cities Affected Completed

1 1-580 Dubhn to San
Leandro

2 1-680 Walnut Creek to
San-Ramon

3 SH-101 GG Bridge to
Richardson Bridge

4 1-80 Auburn to
Rosevalle

5 SH-101 Oxnard to
Thousand Oaks

6 I-5 San-Juan-Caplstran
o to San-Clemente

7 1-15 San Marcos to
M~ramar

8 I-5 Chula-Vasta to
Imperial-Beach

Bay area

Bay area

Bay area

S acramento
area

LA area

LA area

San Diego
area

San Diego
area

Castro-VNley, 1978 &
Dubhn, 1988
Llvermore,
Pleasanton &
San-Leandro

Walnut Creek 1974

Mall Valley, 1975
Larkspur &
Corte Madera

Auburn, Loomls, 1977
Rockhn &
Rosevalle

Camanllo, 1975 &
Oxnm’d, Port 1988
Hueneme,
Thousand Oaks
& Ventura

San-Juan-Caplstr 1973 &
ano & 1982
San-Clemente

Escondido, 1977 &
Poway & 1982
San-Marcos

Chula-Vlsta, 1973
Natlonal-C~ty &
Imperial-City



Table 2
Dependent Variable Comdor Share of Single Family Housing Permits (Housing Umts)

PARAMETER ESTIMATE STD ERROR T-STATISTIC PARAMETER DEFINITION

XI -6 60 2 84 -2 32

o~11 0 51 0 32 1 61

cq2 -0 74 0 42 -1 76

oq3 -1 88 0 56 -3 35

cq,, -0 36 0 43 -0 85

o~ls -0 33 0 52 -0 63

(~16 -1 49 0 45 -3 34

ot~7 -0 45 0 25 -1 78

o(18 0 ....

511 0 84 0 21 3 90

812 0 03 0 21

6,3 -0 94 0 26

~14 -0 80 0 29

[311 0 33 0 24

[312 -0 52 0 26

[313 0 19 0 15

)~10 0 40 0 14

;~12o 0 40 0 20

Constant for single family housing

Comdor 1 fixed effect

Corridor 2 fixed effect

Corridor 3 fixed effect

Comdor 4 fixed effect

Corridor 5 fixed effect

Comdor 6 fixed effect

Comdor 7 fixed effect

Corridor 8 fixed effect (forced to zero)

Dulrmay variable for entry of a mty in time
penod

0 14 Dummy varxable tot entry of a second city m
time period

-3 56 Dummy variable set equal to 1 for years m
whach there was a land development freeze in
the 1-580 Comdor, 0 otherwise

-2 75 Dummy variable equal to 1 for years land
development was frozen due to inadequate
sewage capacity, 0 otherwase

1 34 Available populatmn capacaty of corridor

-2 04 Gasohne price (constant $)

1 26 Income m corridor/Income m regmn

2 83 Years after completmn of first expansmn
project =1, otherwise 0

-2 54 Tame sance completion of first expansmn
project, completaon year =0

1 98 Years after compietmn of second expansmn
prolect =1, otherwase 0

1 68 Tame since completmn of second expansion
ploject, completion year =0

Number of Observations 192
Adjusted R2 = 0 81
Standard Error = 0 54



Table 3
Dependent Variable Comdor Share of Regional Muln-famlly Housing Permits (Housing Umts)

PARAMETER ESTIMATE STD ERROR T-STATISTIC PARAMETER DEFINITION

~.2 -6 15 4 08 -1 51

ctn -1 02 0 45 -2 25

cc22 -0 50 0 61 0 83

cz23 -1 70 0 80 -2 i1

c~24 -1 60 0 62 -2 58

c~z5 -1 49 0 75 -1 98

c~26 -3 30 0 64 -5 17

o~z7 -0 86 0 36 -2 38

(228 0 ....

62l 0 79 0 31 2 57

~22 -0 06 0 30 -0 21

623 0 12 0 38 0 31

~24 -0 33 0 42 -0 78

[32~ 0 32 0 35 0 92

[Jzz -0 83 0 37 -2 25

[32~ 0 07 0 22 0 34

)~zlo 0 45 0 20 2 21

~,21I -0 08 0 02 -3 17

)~22o 0 09 0 29 0 30

2221 0 17 0 04 3 79

Constant for multi-farmly housing

Corridor 1 fixed effect

Comdor 2 fixed effect

Corridor 3 fixed effect

Comdor 4 fixed effect

Comdor 5 fixed effect

Comdor 6 fixed effect

Comdor 7 fixed effect

Corridor 8 fixed effect (forced to zero)

Dummy variable for entry, of a city m time
period

Dummy ’~anable for entry of a second city m
time period

Dummy variable set equal to 1 for years m
whmh there was a land development freeze m
the 1-580 Comdor, 0 otherwise

Dummy variable equal to 1 for years land
development was frozen due to inadequate
sewage capacity, 0 otherwise

Avzalable population capacity of corridor

Gasohne price (constant $)

Income in comdor/Income m region

Years after completmn of first expansmn
project =1, otherwme 0

T~me since completion of first expansion
project, completion year =0

Years after completion of second expansion
project =1, otherwlse 0

T~me since completion of second expansion
project, compIeuon year =0

Number of Observatmns" 192
AdJusted R2 = 0 67
Standard Error - 0 74



Table 4
Dependent Variable’ Comdor Share of Regional Commermal Building PerlmtS (Dollar Value
of Construction)
PARAMETER ESTIMATE STD ERROR T-STATISTIC PARAMETER DEFINITION

~.~ -4 09 4 50 -0 91

~1 -1 34 0 52 -2 58

(~32 - 1 69 0 60 -2 81

c~33 -2 55 0 78 -3 23

64 -0 91 0 63 -1 45

ctjs -1 46 0 77 -1 88

c~s6 -3 93 0 74 -5 30

c~37 -0 12 0 51 -0 23

ocjs 0 ....

oR31 0 58 0 46 1 23

~32 -0 33 0 31 -1 05

S2s 0 96 0 45

~34 0 46 0 44

1~31 -0 02 0 38

~S2 -0 04 0 41

[533 -0 11 0 22

)’.310 0 59 0 22

~.311 0 15 0 06

)~st2 -0 01 0 003

)~s20 -0 45 0 33

)o3~1 0 26 0 11

)~322 -0 O1 0 009

Constant for commaerclal development

Corridor 1 fixed effect

Corridor 2 fixed effect

Comdol 3 fixed effect

Comdor 4 fixed effect

Corridor 5 fixed effect

Corridor 6 fixed effect

Corrador 7 fixed effect

Comdor 8 fixed effect (forced to zero)

Dummy variable for entry of a city m rune
period

Dummy variable for entry of a second city m
t~me period

2 11 DumJny variable set equal to 1 for years in
which there was a land development freeze in
the 1-580 Corridor. 0 othenwse

1 04 Dummy variable equal to 1 for years land
development was frozen due to anadequate
se~age capacity, 0 otherwlse

-0 05 Avatlable poptfiatlon capacity of corridor

-0 10 Gasoline price (constant $)

-0 51 Income m corridor/Income m regaon

2 70 Years after completion of first expansion
proJect=l, otherwise 0

2 52 T~me since completmn of first expansion
project, completion year =0

-2 31 Time since completmn of first expansmn
project, completaon year =0, squared

-1 35 Years after completmn of second expansmn
prolect=l, otherwise 0

2 11 Time since completmn of second expansion
project, completion year =0

-1 26 Time since completmn of second expansmn
project, completmn year =0, squared

Number of Observations 168
Adj usted R2 = 0 74
Standard Error = 0 74



Table 5
Dependent Variable
Construction)

Comdor Share of Industrial Building Perrmts (Dollar Value of

PARAMETER ESTIMATE STD ERROR T-STATISTIC PARAMETER DEFINITION

544

A420

)%421

-4 75 6 72 -0 71

0 29 0 73 0 40

-4 51 0 98 -4 57

-3 71 1 i7 -3 17

-1 42 0 89 -1 59

-0 14 1 07 -0 12

-3 20 1 01 -3 20

1 82 0 69 2 64

0 ....

-0 66 0 59 -1 09

0 67 0 42

0 23 0 61

-0 48 0 61 -0 78

006 057 0 11

-0 25 0 57 -0 04

-0 09 0 29 -0 32

-0 09 0 31 -0 29

0 09

0 53

0 13

0 04

0 44

0 O6

Constant for industrial development

Corridor 1 fixed effect

Comdor 2 fixed effect

Comdor 3 fixed effect

Comdor 4 fixed effect

Corridor 5 fixed effect

Comdor 6 fixed effect

Comdor 7 fixed effect

Corridor 8 fixed effect (forced to zero)

Dummy variable for entry of a city in rune
penod

1 58 Dummy variable for entry of a second city In
Ume period

0 37 Dummy variable set equ’,d to 1 for years in
which there was a land development freeze m
the 1-580 Corridor, 0 otherwise

Dummy variable equal to 1 for years land
development was frozen due to inadequate
sewage capacity, 0 otherwise

Avmlable population capacity of comdor

Gasoline price (constant $)

Income In corridor/Income m regmn

Years after completion of first expansion
project=I, otherwise 0

2 I9 Time since completlon of first expansion
project, completion year =0

1 21 Years after completion of second expansion
proJect=l, otherwise 0

1 87 Tlrne since completlon of second expansion
project, completion year =0

Number of Observauons
AdJusted R2 = 0 76
Standard Error = 0 97

135
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